The ordering of communication channels was first introduced by Shannon. In this paper, we aim to find a characterization of the Shannon ordering. We show that W contains W if and only if W is the skew-composition of W with a convexproduct channel. This fact is used to derive a characterization of the Shannon ordering that is similar to the Blackwell-Sherman-Stein theorem. Two channels are said to be Shannon-equivalent if each one is contained in the other. We investigate the topologies that can be constructed on the space of Shannon-equivalent channels. We introduce the strong topology and the BRM metric on this space. Finally, we study the continuity of a few channel parameters and operations under the strong topology.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ordering of communication channels was first introduced by Shannon in [1] . A channel W is said to contain another channel W if W can be simulated from W by randomization at the input and the output using a shared randomness between the transmitter and the receiver. Shannon showed that the existence of an (n, M, ) code for W implies the existence of an (n, M, ) code for W .
Another ordering that has been well studied is the degradedness between channels. A channel W is said to be degraded from another channel W if W can be simulated from W by randomization at the output, or more precisely, if W can be obtained from W by composing it with another channel. It is easy to see that degradedness is a special case of Shannon's ordering. One can trace the roots of the notion of degradedness to the seminal work of Blackwell in the 1950's about comparing statistical experiments [2] . Note that in the Shannon ordering, the input and output alphabets need not be the same, whereas in the degradedness definition, we have to assume that W and W share the same input alphabet X but they can have different output alphabets. A characterization of degradedness is given by the famous Blackwell-Sherman-Stein (BSS) theorem [2] , [3] , [4] .
In [5] , we introduced the input-degradedness ordering of communication channels. A channel W is said to be inputdegraded from another channel W if W can be simulated from W by randomization at the input. Note that W and W must have the same output alphabet, but they can have different input alphabets. In [5] , we provided two characterizations of input-degradedness, one of which is similar to the BSS theorem. The main purpose of this paper is to find a characterization of the Shannon ordering that is similar to the BSS theorem.
In [6] , Raginsky introduced the Shannon deficiency which compares a particular channel with the Shannon-equivalence class of another channel. The Shannon deficiency is not a metric that compares two Shannon-equivalence classes of channels.
In [7] and [8] , we constructed topologies for the space of equivalent channels and studied the continuity of various channel parameters and operations under these topologies. In this paper, we show that some of the results in [7] and [8] can be replicated (with some variation) for the space of Shannonequivalent channels.
The continuity of channel parameters is important both theoretically and practically. If a parameter (such as the optimal probability of error of codes of a given rate and blocklength) is difficult to compute for a channel W , one can approximate it by computing the same parameter for a sequence of channels (W n ) n≥0 that converges to W in some topology. Another application of the continuity of channel parameters and operations is the study of robustness of various system designs against the imperfect specification of the channel.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of general topology. The main concepts and theorems that we need can be found in the preliminaries section of [7] . Moreover, due to the space limitation, we are only able to explain the intuition behind the definitions and state the main results. Detailed proofs can be found in [9] .
For every n ≥ 1, we denote the set {1, . . . , n} as [n].
A. Measure theoretic notations
The set of probability measures on a measurable space (M, Σ) is denoted as P(M, Σ). For every P 1 , P 2 ∈ P(M, Σ), the total variation distance between P 1 and P 2 is defined as:
If X is a finite set, we denote the set of probability distributions on X as Δ X . We always endow Δ X with the total variation distance and its induced topology.
B. The space of channels from X to Y
Let DMC X ,Y be the set of all channels having X as input alphabet and Y as output alphabet. For every W, W ∈ DMC X ,Y , define the distance between W and W as:
Throughout this paper, we always associate the space DMC X ,Y with the metric distance d X ,Y and the metric topology T X ,Y induced by it. It is easy to see that T X ,Y is the same as the topology inherited from the Euclidean topology of R X ×Y by relativization. It is also easy to see that the metric space DMC X ,Y is compact and path-connected (see [7] ).
For
For every mapping f :
otherwise.
It is easy to see that if f :
The channels W and W are said to be Shannon-equivalent if each one contains the other.
A channel V ∈ DMC X ×Y ,X ×Y is said to be a convexproduct channel if it is the convex combination of the products of channels in
We denote the set of convex-product channels from X × Y to X × Y as CPC X ×Y ,X ×Y .
The following lemma is trivial:
The mapping l is called the payoff function of the BRM game G, and the channel W is called the randomizer of G. The BRM game consists of two players that we call Alice and Bob. The BRM game takes place in two stages:
• Alice chooses a symbol u ∈ U and writes her choice on a piece of paper. Bob chooses two functions f : U → X and g : Y → V, and writes a description of f and g on a piece of paper. At this stage, no player has knowledge of the choice of the other player. • Alice and Bob simultaneously reveal their papers. A symbol x = f (u) ∈ X is computed. A random symbol y ∈ Y is then randomly generated according to the conditional probability distribution W (y|x). Finally, a symbol v = g(y) is computed and Alice pays 1 Bob an amount of money that is equal to l(u, v). A strategy (for Bob) in the BRM game G is a 4-tuple S = (n, α, f , g) satisfying:
• n ≥ 1 is a strictly positive integer.
We denote n and α as n S and α S respectively. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n = n S , we denote f i and g i as f i,S and g i,S respectively. The set of strategies is denoted as S U ,X ,Y,V .
Bob implements the strategy S as follows: he randomly picks an index i ∈ {1, . . . , n S } according to the distribution α S , and then commits to the choice (f i,S , g i,S ).
For every u ∈ U, the payoff gained by the strategy S for u in the BRM game G is given by:
The payoff vector gained by the strategy S in the game G is given by:
The achievable payoff region for the game G is given by:
It is easy to see that $ ach (G) is a convex and compact subset of R U (see [9] ).
The average payoff for the strategy S ∈ S U ,X ,Y,V in the game G is given by:
$(S, G) is the expected gain of Bob assuming that Alice chooses u ∈ U uniformly at random. The optimal average payoff for the game G is given by
Let U and V be two finite sets and let l : U × V → R be a payoff function. We say that l is normalized and positive if l(u, v) ≥ 0 for every u ∈ U and every v ∈ V, and u∈U , v∈V
In other words, l is normalized and positive if l ∈ Δ U×V .
The following theorem provides a characterization of the Shannon ordering of communication channels that is similar to the BSS theorem. 
(c) For every two finite sets U and V, and every payoff function l : U × V → R, we have
(d) For every two finite sets U and V, and every normalized and positive payoff function l ∈ Δ U×V , we have
(e) For every two finite sets U and V, and every normalized and positive payoff function l ∈ Δ U×V , we have
Let (U , X , Y, V, l, W ) be a BRM game. Since U , X , Y and V are implicitly determined by l and W , we may simply write $ opt (l, W ) to denote $ opt (U, X , Y, V, l, W ). 
We define the topology T 
B. Canonical embedding and canonical identification
Proposition 3. Let X 1 , X 2 , Y 1 and Y 2 be four finite sets such that |X 1 | ≤ |X 2 | and |Y 1 | ≤ |Y 2 |. Let f : X 2 → X 1 be any fixed surjection from X 2 to X 1 , and let g : 
where is the disjoint union symbol. The subscripts * indicate that the input and output alphabets of the considered channels are arbitrary but finite. We define the equivalence relation R 
Let T (s) * , * be the metric topology on DMC (s) * , * that is induced by d (s) * , * . We call T 
IX. CONTINUITY OF CHANNEL PARAMETERS AND

OPERATIONS IN THE STRONG TOPOLOGY
A. Channel parameters
The capacity of a channel W ∈ DMC X ,Y is denoted as C(W ).
An (n, M )-encoder on the alphabet X is a mapping E : M → X n such that |M| = M . The set M is the message set of E, n is the blocklength of E, M is the size of E, and 1 n log M is the rate of E (measured in nats). The error probability of the ML decoder for the encoder E when it is used for a channel W ∈ DMC X ,Y is given by:
where (E 1 (m), . . . , E n (m)) = E(m).
The optimal error probability of (n, M )-encoders for a channel W is given by: For every W ∈ DMC * , * , C(W ) depends only on the Shannon-equivalence class of W [1] . Therefore, for everŷ W ∈ DMC (s) * , * , we can define C(Ŵ ) := C(W ) for any W ∈Ŵ . We can define P e,n,M (Ŵ ) similarly.
Proposition 5. We have: 
B. Channel operations
For every W 1 ∈ DMC X1,Y1 and W 2 ∈ DMC X2,Y2 , define the channel sum W 1 ⊕ W 2 ∈ DMC X1 X2,Y1 Y2 of W 1 and W 2 as:
where X 1 X 2 = (X 1 × {1}) ∪ (X 2 × {2}) is the disjoint union of X 1 and X 2 .
We define the channel product W 1 ⊗ W 2 ∈ DMC X1×X2,Y1×Y2 of W 1 and W 2 as:
(W 1 ⊗ W 2 )(y 1 , y 2 |x 1 , x 2 ) = W 1 (y 1 |x 1 )W 2 (y 2 |x 2 ).
Channel sums and products were first introduced by Shannon in [10] .
Channel sums and products can be "quotiented" by the Shannon-equivalence relation. We just need to realize that the Shannon-equivalence class of the resulting channel depends only on the Shannon-equivalence classes of the channels that were used in the operation [1] .
